ALUMNI DAY!

ALUMNI DAY!

Alumni Day, Saturday, June 10th, 1921.

Join us in celebrating the Class of 1921, and all the Class of 19...
New Hampshire's Science Society Bulletin—May 28, 1921

**PROF. O'KANE IS HONORED**

New Hampshire's Science Society Bulletin—May 28, 1921

**MEMORIAL DAY IS OBSERVED**

New Hampshire School Children Decorate Soldiers' Tablet

**EXECSIVE EFFECTIVE**

tribute to Rosskill, New Hampshire, in Memory of Charles H. Ross, September 8, 1921

**REJECTED AN OFFICER OF "ACADEMY OF SCIENCE"**

Conference held at the New Hampshire School Children's tablet, on Memorial Day, 1921.

**WHAT IS RESEARCH?**

Suppose that you want to make a ruby in a factory—not a more beautiful one, but a real ruby, just as beautiful as it is in nature. To make it, you must use a physical test from the natural stone. You begin by analyzing rubies chemically and physically. Then you try to make rubies just as nature did, by combining the carbon dioxide with the iron and the platinum. Your rubies are the result of research—research of a different kind from that required to improve the stone.

Suppose, as you melted up your chemicals to produce rubies and examined with high temperatures, you began to wonder how the earth must have been millions of years before rubies were first crystallized, and what were the forces at play that made this planet what it is today. You begin to study the investigation made by other scientists and you cause you to formulate theories to explain the earth, and, for that matter, the whole solar system was created. That would be a process of research of a different kind—pioneering into the unknown.

The same process of research is used in the laboratory of the General Electric Company. It is the study of research of a different kind from that required to improve the stone.

**DIE HARDS**

*The White Pine Hister is being run by Mrs. Moshe.*

In view of this, the following resolution was drawn up by the Editor, and the following notice issued:

"The new house, you must begin with the foundation."

"The spectators at an exhibition like this are constant witnesses to the progress of the means for preserving the world."
Sooner or later you will use a De Laval Milk or Cream Separator

Supplies For Students
Films, Pencils, Stationery and Gen-
eral Supplies For Students

SOCIETES

The Carbon Tuxedo Suit and Overcoats Made to Order. Also, Goods, Reckoning and 300 Central Ave., Dover, N.H.

The Horton's Studio

BOSTON ALUMNI GIVE DINNER

Held in Honor of President R. D. Hetzel

R. H. HARDY PRESIDES

President Hetzel in Optimistic Speeches Future College—Alumni Day Plans An-

alogue News

J. O'Leary and Eleanor Begun Will Be Married in September—

1924 DEFEATED BY MANCHESTER

Freshmen Get Surprise From High School Boys

STOCKS FOR PEPPERS

First Confidence Shake by I. S. Store—Beef Oranges and Peppers

Manchester high school defeated by Exeter high school 4 to 1 in ten innings tonight. Fast-

In the stormy weather the city clock was stopped. The alarm for the storm was sounded by a siren. The storm was expected to last all night.

The New Hampshire, June 1, 1921

The class had at the outset ten

members, one an Indian and one a

draper. At the end of the first year

and an early start on its foundation

the erection of the pole boards

The New Hampshire State College class

is short and inexpensive, and is

given with a money back guarantee if

by mail. It is understood that at the

The three graduates of the first

New Hampshire State College class

will celebrate the fiftieth anniversary

New Hampshire State College class

Friday night. Commencement exercises to be held June 18.

The annual meeting of officers of

the Athletic Association and for

as was shown by the drive leaders in

to the construction of this memorial,

by all appearances, it seems that

by mail. It is believed that the junior class will not be given Thursday night of Home Post

sooner. It is expected that a pageant

The erection of the pole boards
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Name

Street

City and State

BY PUBLICATION

Pettigrew, W. E.

Benjamin, W. H.

Laird, A. J.

Elements of

LAMPROS LUNCH, Inc.

Clay's Cafe

The Arrow
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The New}
It's a narrow shape in all the goods that we ever saw and are here. The best quality only $2.00.

44 ft

Are offering hundreds of "Anniversary Specials." Come over and visit us and you will be convinced.

Safe Deposit Boxes for Rent. American Bankers' Association Travelers Flannel Trousers Phonographs and Records, Pianos and Player Rolls. Our Mail Order

DOVER ROCHESTER

DUBE'S RESTAURANT

Try our noonday and supper "specials" the price.

Deposits Placed on Interest Monthly

R. DeH. Fisher, Students' Pastor

ASSETS $7,592,578.85

Checks for Sale.

DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Fisk Kimball, of Manchester; Mr. and Mrs. Thompson, '23; Marion Lewis

Marion Blaisdell, Dover; Blanche Marshall of Salem Depot; George O. Noble, Salem, Mass.; Hazel Gam:

Hannah—Tom wore my picture over his heart and it stopped a bullet." Flanagan—"I don’t think it.

WHAT KIND OF SOUP IS THIS?

Compliments of the Pharmacy

ALUMNI PLEASE NOTE

You are requested to pay your A. A. Dues and New Hampshire Subscription as soon as possible.

LIFTERS NOT LEANERS.

With the following, the list of those with an average for the term: Mary Ellen Bell, Leslie, and pretty, and proving that they are helping to raise student standards at New Hampshire, is special.

SPECIALS

Crawford, Helen Fay, Harry

END-OF-YEAR TWO-AND-THREE-QUARTER-TIME REPORTS

Of the Special Scholarship 10 men are below the average for the college. Not a single one of them is below the average for the college average, 3 below your A. A. Dues and New Hampshire Subscription as soon as possible.
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